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ABSTRACT
Human social behaviour has been observed to adhere to certain
structures. One such structure, the Ego Network Model (ENM), has
been found almost ubiquitously in human society. Recently, this
model has been extended to include signed connections. While
the unsigned ENM has been rigorously observed for decades, the
signed version is still somewhat novel and lacks the same breadth
of observation. Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to examine
this signed structure across various categories of individuals from
a swathe of culturally distinct regions. Minor differences in the
distribution of signs across the SENM can be observed between
cultures. However, these can be overwhelmed when the network
is centred around a specific topic. Indeed, users who are engaged
with specific themes display higher levels of negativity in their
networks. This effect is further supported by a significant negative
correlation between the number of "general" topics discussed in a
network and that network’s percentage of negative connections.
These findings suggest that the negativity of communications and
relationships on Twitter are very dependent on the topics being
discussed and, furthermore, these relationships are more likely to
be negative when they are based around a specific topic.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Humans communicate on a scale and with a complexity far beyond
that of any other animal. Indeed, it has even been hypothesised
that the main reason humans evolved larger brains was to be able
to maintain larger groups that drastically improved our ability
to survive and reproduce [12]. In fact, the size of a species’ brain
(specifically its neocortex) is strongly correlated to the number of re-
lationships it can maintain [11]. For humans, this number is around
150 (known as Dunbar’s number) and has been observed in a variety
of contexts: from Neolithic village populations in Mesopotamia [27]
to the sizes of independent units in professional armies of the 16th
to 20th centuries [13], and even in modern-day communities in
online social media [3].

What’s more, by taking the viewpoint of a single individual in a
social network, further patterns emerge within these groups of 150.
Most notably, when the relationships of the selected individual are
organised based on their strength, they can usually be represented
as a series of concentric circles of increasing size but decreasing
relationship strength. This representation is known as the Ego
Network Model (ENM) [15], with the individual at the centre being
referred to as the Ego and their contacts being referred to as Alters.
An illustration of the ENM can be seen in Figure 1. As the circles of
the ENM also stem from the innate cognitive limits of the neocortex,
they too have regular and predictable sizes; these being, in order of
increasing size but decreasing tie strength to the Ego: 5 (support
clique), 15 (sympathy group), 45-50 (affinity group) and 150 (active
network). There have also been observations of an additional group
with a mean size of 1.5 Alters at the very centre [2]. Each circle is
larger than the one before it by a factor of roughly 3. This ratio of 3
has been observed not only in humans but also in other primates and
even certain species of bird (although the group sizes themselves
are smaller for other animals) [10].

Of course, as the Alters of the ENM are grouped based on the
strength of their connection to the Ego, how their strength is mea-
sured is extremely important. Traditionally, this has been done by
measuring contact frequency, a clearly defined and easy-to-measure
metric that has been shown to be a good proxy for relationship
strength [18]. However, relationships are very complex things and,
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Figure 1: The Ego NetworkModel, with the expected sizes of
each circle (for humans).

by merely measuring the contact frequency, a lot of the more quali-
tative information is being lost.

With regard to network research in general, adding the addi-
tional dimension of signed connections (i.e. positive or negative)
often reveals huge amounts of additional information about the
surrounding network. This is particularly true for negative con-
nections, which can provide a disproportionately large amount of
information in certain contexts [26]. Because of this, signs have
often been used to great benefit for many tasks within this field,
such as community detection [16] and information diffusion [29].
In addition to this, online social networks provide a plethora of
text-based communications that can easily be converted into signs
via sentiment analysis. Therefore, the incorporation of signed con-
nections seems to be a natural extension of the ENM that could
help to retain some of the more qualitative aspects of the data that
are being lost due to only measuring contact frequency. Indeed,
a recent work did just this using data from Twitter, coining the
Signed Ego Network Model (SENM) [30].

Given the ubiquitousness of the ENM in human societies, the
question naturally arises as to whether the pattern of signs in the
SENM is as equally widespread. Therefore, the main aim of this
paper is to observe the SENMs of individuals from a variety of loca-
tions around the world to see whether the SENM can be generalised
as much as its unsigned counterpart and what additional informa-
tion can be obtained via the inclusion of signed connections. What’s
more, these observations were done using multilingual, rather than
English-only, data. This culminated in 3 main findings. First, al-
though there are some minor differences in the negativity of signed
Ego Networks for generic users from different cultures, these differ-
ences can be overwhelmed when the network is centred around a
specific topic. Second, networks that are "themed" around a specific
topic are consistently more negative than generic networks, both
overall and at each level of the SENM. Lastly, of the different topics
observed, "general" (meaning no specific topic, see Subsection 4.5)
is the only topic to have a significant (negative) correlation with the
percentage of negative relationships in a network. These findings
suggest that the negativity of communications and relationships
on Twitter is very dependent on the topics being discussed and
that, when they are based on a specific topic, these relationships
are more likely to be negative.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Positive and Negative Relationships
Network research is not the only scientific area that has investi-
gated the signs of relationships. Findings from psychology have
revealed that obtaining even just the signs of individual interactions
generated by a relationship can tell us a lot about that relationship
as a whole. For instance, a ratio of 5 positive interactions to each
negative interaction (or roughly 17%) appears to be a significant
threshold for many different types of relationships. Relationships
that produce more negative interactions than this are significantly
less likely to continue and are more likely to cause negative af-
flictions on the people involved. For instance, marriages with too
many negative exchanges are more likely to end in divorce [20] and
overly negative parental relationships can increase the probability
of the child developing behavioural problems and struggling in
school [21].

In previous works, the number of negative relationships ob-
served in a network has varied slightly from context to context but
is usually within the range of 12.3% to 22.6% [26, 31]. These obser-
vations were made using data from Epinions (a general consumer
review site), Slashdot (a technology news site) and Wikipedia (an
online encyclopedia). However, these relationships were explicitly
signed and publicly visible to the other individuals in the networks.
Therefore, they may have been influenced by an effect known as
social capital, whereby individuals who have many relationships
in common (i.e. close-knit groups) feel strong social pressure to
get along and maintain positive relations with the surrounding
community [7]. Indeed, similar relationships from Twitter, where
the signs of relationships are not explicitly visible have displayed
higher percentages of negative relationships: from 21.83% to as high
as 54.89% [30]. Given that Twitter is also the source of data for this
paper (described further in Subsection 3.3.1), it would be expected
to find negative percentages around the same range.

2.2 Signed Ego Network Model
By combining signed connections with the ENM, the SENM has
revealed some hitherto obscured information about the distribution
of negative relationships in Ego Networks. Similar to analyses of the
unsigned ENM, particular attention is paid to the mean number of
signs in the overall networks, as well as for each circle. Surprisingly,
the inner circles, which are considered to be an Ego’s closest and
most trusted connections, were found to be the most negative [30].
What’s more, this was especially true for users who are more en-
gaged with the platform and, in particular, journalists, who use the
platform for professional reasons. The number of negative relation-
ships also varied a lot more across the circles for the journalists
and some other types of specialised users compared to regular (or
generic) users, who use the platform for non-professional reasons.
These findings were further supported by the fact that the active
networks (i.e. up to around 150 Alters) were more negative overall
than the full networks. It could therefore be interesting to investi-
gate whether this is an effect that is particular to journalists, or if
other types of overly engaged users will display similar levels of
negativity.
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3 METHODOLOGY AND DATA
3.1 Computation of Signed Ego Networks
As mentioned in Section 1, the ENM depicts the network from the
viewpoint of a single Ego, with their contacts arranged around them
in a series of concentric circles. While the number of close relation-
ships tends to be close to 150 for humans, people will certainly make
more than 150 connections across their lifetime. Indeed, the im-
portance of each contact will change greatly over time, potentially
moving between the circles or even leaving that person’s active
network [5]. An Alter is said to be outside an Ego’s active network
when they are contacted less than once a year [23], whereupon
the cognitive effort put into maintaining that relationship will be
negligible, and so it is standard practice to consider only the active
network when analysing Ego Networks. When analysing an Ego
Network, researchers will usually pay particular attention to the
mean size of the active network, as well as those of the individual
circles.

In order to obtain the Signed Ego Networks, the unsigned ver-
sions are first computed. This is done by clustering the Alters in
each Ego’s active network based on their frequency of contact
with the Ego. Various clustering algorithms have previously been
used for this purpose; however, MeanShift [17] was chosen for the
current work. One significant advantage of MeanShift is that it
automatically determines the optimum number of clusters, which
can help to better consider some of the slight differences between
individuals that have been observed in Ego Networks in online
contexts [5]. These discrepancies are largely due to the varying
degrees of time and cognitive effort that individuals spend online
(i.e. the extent to which the online part of their Ego Network has
developed).

Next, a "positive" or "negative" sign is obtained for each relation-
ship in the Ego Networks. This is done by first gathering all text-
based interaction Tweets (Replies, Mentions and Quote Retweets)
from each Ego to each of their Alters. Then a sentiment analysis
model (see Subsection 3.2) is used to label each individual interac-
tion as either "positive", "neutral" or "negative". Finally, an overall
label is assigned based on the frequency of "negative" interactions.
This is done using the threshold interaction ratio of 17% mentioned
in Section 2.1. Relationships with more negative interactions than
this are considered "negative" and those with equal to or fewer are
considered "positive".

Once both the unsigned Ego Networks and the relationship
signs have been computed, the Signed Ego Networks can be easily
obtained by matching the signs of each relationship to those of the
corresponding Ego-Alter pair.

3.2 Multilingual Sentiment Model
The model used for signing the individual interactions is an im-
portant consideration as it is the foundation of the relationship
labels and, therefore, the signs of the SENM. The initial paper on
the SENM [30] used a monolinguistic model called Valence Aware
Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER) [25]. Unfortunately,
given that the datasets here contain a variety of languages, it is
not possible to use the same model. One alternate method could be
to choose a similar model for each language. However, given that
some languages have received vastly more research and resources

than others, the performances of these models would likely vary
significantly. Furthermore, as sentiment models for different lan-
guages cannot be tested on a common dataset, it can be difficult to
compare them reliably. Therefore, a single, multilingual model was
chosen for this work.

The chosen model is XLM-T [4]1. This model is based on a mul-
tilingual, transformer-based model, XLM-R [8], but was addition-
ally trained on 198 million Tweets from over 60 languages. For the
datasets used in the current paper (described in Subsection 3.3.2), the
most commonly occurring languages are English (66.47%), Dutch
(6.96%), Spanish (5.54%), Portuguese (4.65%), German (2.83%), Italian
(2.58%) and French (1.41%)2, all of which are in the top 20 most
frequent languages used to train XLM-T. This model was tested
for the task of sentiment analysis on a multilingual corpus con-
sisting of 8 equally-represented languages. It achieved F1 scores of
between 67.91 and 77.35 for 6 of the top 7 languages for the current
study (Dutch being the missing language). So, although this model
doesn’t completely resolve the problem of different performances
for different languages, it does display a fairly standard level of
performance across all of the languages that it has been tested on
and that are relevant to this paper.

3.3 Data
3.3.1 Data Source. All of the datasets in this paper have been
collected from Twitter, which has long been a reliable source of data
for Ego Network research (for example [2, 5]). This is primarily due
to its vast userbase, generally public data and easily accessible API.
Furthermore, Twitter users are able to directly communicate with
one another in a few, easily identifiable ways: Replies, Mentions
and Retweets. These interactions make it very easy to assign an
Ego and an Alter (or Alters) to each communication and, therefore,
to know when any cognitive effort has been spent on maintaining
a relationship.

The data collection was conducted using two key endpoints of
the Twitter API: Twitter Search and User Tweet Timelines. The for-
mer provides a stream of Tweets based on a provided search query
in (reverse) chronological order, similar to manually searching a
query on the Twitter homepage. This is useful for finding tweets on
specific topics as well as identifying users who are engaged with
said topics. A User Tweet Timeline is a collection of all the public
tweets created by a given user. This includes all the aforementioned
communication Tweets, as well as standard, non-communicative
Tweets, which are irrelevant here (because the ENM focuses on the
interactions between peers).

All the datasets used in this paper consist of a series of User
Tweet Timelines, each Timeline corresponding to a single Ego.

3.3.2 Datasets. The first dataset that was collected was a baseline
dataset3. This dataset was collected using a snowball sampling
methodology, which first gathered the User Tweet Timelines of
a small set of initial seed users, followed by those of these users’

1Documentation available at: https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-
base-sentiment.
2The percentages correspond to the proportions of interactions in each language across
all the datasets, before any preprocessing. Also, it is important to note that although
English appears as the vast majority, this is because of the much larger size of the
Baseline dataset. Other than the Baseline, only West Africa was majority English.
3The Tweet IDs for this dataset are provided at https://zenodo.org/record/7717006.

https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base-sentiment
https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base-sentiment
https://zenodo.org/record/7717006
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Alters, and then those of their Alters’ Alters. The initial seeds were
a set of 31 randomly selected users taken from an extremely large,
preexisting dataset of Ego Networks (this original dataset is itself
a snowball dataset with the initial seed being Barack Obama) [2],
with the only prerequisite being that at least one of their alters
had to have already been selected as a seed user (with the obvious
exception of the very first user). The original dataset was collected
in November 2012; therefore, the Timelines of the selected seeds
had to be recollected to ensure their Alters were up to date. The
baseline dataset was collected between the 27th April and the 25th
May 2022.

The next set of datasets was collected using the same snowball
sampling method. This time, however, the initial users were se-
lected based on their locations. As the number of active Twitter
users varies enormously from country to country, it is not possible
to collect meaningfully large datasets for every region of the globe.
Because of this, countries were prioritised if they had large active
userbases. To aid in this choice, the locations in the baseline dataset
were examined (an overview of the number of users for the top
locations can be seen in Appendix A). This led to the selection of 4
culturally-distinct parts of the world where data were reasonably
available: the Mediterranean (Spain, France, Italy, Greece), North-
ern Europe (Germany, Netherlands, Sweden), West Africa (Nigeria,
Senegal, Ghana) and South America (Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela)4.

However, there are a few problems when it comes to collecting
users based on their location. Namely, users are free to put any
location they wish on their Twitter profile, even if that location is
incorrect or fictitious. For this reason, extra attention was paid to
the selection of the regional datasets’ initial seed users, 3 of which
were collected for each country by querying Twitter Search for the
name of each country in its most widely spoken official language.
The profiles of these users were then manually checked to ensure
that they were generic users from the desired country. Of course, it
was not possible to manually check every user that was collected,
so this was only done for the initial seeds. Unfortunately, the highly
differing amounts of data available in different locations further
exacerbate the aforementioned problem of accurately collecting
enough data for each country. Consequently, the countries were
grouped together, based primarily on geographical proximity and
cultural similarity, but also on the availability of data (which is why,
for example, France is placed in the Mediterranean dataset, despite
not being entirely Mediterranean). These datasets were collected
between the 16th June 2022 and the 26th July 2022.

Because the users in these regional datasets, as well as those of
the baseline, were not selected based on any common interest or
profession, they are considered to be predominantly "generic" users.
Generic users, among other things, are likely to be less engaged
with the Twitter platform when compared to other types of users.
So, the 5 generic datasets used in this paper are:

• Baseline
• Mediterranean (Spain, France, Italy, Greece)
• Northern Europe (Germany, Netherlands, Sweden)
• West Africa (Nigeria, Senegal, Ghana)
• South America (Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela)

4The Tweet IDs for these datasets are provided at https://zenodo.org/record/7717047.

The next set of datasets was taken from previous work investi-
gating the Ego Networks of journalists from around the world [32].
It has previously been observed that, for English-speaking users,
the Signed Ego Networks of journalists are more negative than
those of generic users [30]. Therefore, journalist data were selected
that correspond to 3 of the 4 aforementioned regions (there was
no corresponding dataset for West Africa), so as to make similar
comparisons between non-English speaking generic and specialised
users. These non-English speaking journalists datasets are: Italian
Journalists, Dutch Journalists and Brazilian Journalists. They were
originally collected between the 14th and the 17th January 2018
from a list of verified Twitter journalist accounts.

Given that the previously discussed differences between the
Ego Networks of generic users and journalists are expected to be
due to differing levels of engagement with Twitter [5], a further 3
datasets were collected with the aim of obtaining highly-engaged
non-journalists to further investigate this effect. The users in these
datasets were identified using Twitter Search. However, the choice
of search query was somewhat problematic; most popular topics
are covered by journalists to some degree, and topics that are not
popular are unlikely to provide enough data for meaningful re-
sults. On top of this, the topic needs to be specific to users from a
certain region. One solution for this is to use query terms related
to reality TV shows, as these shows tend to have large, highly-
engaged audiences, yet receive relatively small amounts of press
coverage. The datasets (and their search terms) are Italian Real-
ity TV (#XF2022, #GFVIP), Dutch Reality TV (#HollandsGotTalent,
#IkVertrek), Brazilian Reality TV (#XFactorBR, #BBB22)5. The col-
lection of these data was performed between the 21st and the 29th
January 2023.

For Italy and Brazil, the local versions of "The X Factor" and
"Big Brother" were used. For the Netherlands, these shows have the
same titles as their British and American counterparts. So, to avoid
collecting users from other countries, similar, non-linguistically
ambiguous TV shows were chosen: "Holland’s Got Talent" and
"Ik Vertrek". The Tweet Timelines of users who Tweeted using
one or more of the search terms were collected. Although these
users could spend the majority of their time tweeting about other
topics, a look at the most common topics discussed by these users
revealed that this does not seem to be the case. Indeed, most of
their communications are discussing topics related to reality TV
(see Subsection 4.5).

As the journalist and reality TV datasets were collected based
on specific themes, they are referred to collectively as the "themed"
datasets. Based on the findings previously discussed, combined
with the fact that these users are more likely to be part of an online
community focused around their specific topics, it is expected that
they will be more engaged with the Twitter platform than the
generic users. The 6 themed datasets used in this paper are:

• Italian Journalists
• Dutch Journalists
• Brazilian Journalists
• Italian Reality TV (#XF2022, #GFVIP)
• Dutch Reality TV (#HollandsGotTalent, #IkVertrek)
• Brazilian Reality TV (#XFactorBR, #BBB22)

5The Tweet IDs for these datasets are provided at https://zenodo.org/record/7716860.

https://zenodo.org/record/7717047
https://zenodo.org/record/7716860
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Table 1: Number of Egos, Relationships and Interactions in
the full Ego Networks

Dataset Egos Relationships Interactions
Baseline 12,200 9,636,070 77,088,560
Mediterranean 2,529 2,047,634 8,338,571
Northern Europe 1,504 1,309,802 4,883,393
West Africa 1,669 1,285,608 4,656,912
South America 1,203 917,741 3,648,586
Italian Journalists 485 381,169 1,426,780
Dutch Journalists 4,298 2,434,647 8,646,733
Brazilian Journalists 890 596,879 2,084,906
Italian Reality TV 1,039 708,193 2,379,952
Dutch Reality TV 1,139 734,936 2,727,800
Brazilian Reality TV 995 689,096 2,230,007

3.3.3 Preprocessing. Because the ENM’s structure is a direct result
of an individual’s cognitive limits, it is important to ensure that
all Egos included in the data are individual humans, i.e. not bots
or teams of humans working together. In order to remove these
undesired types of users, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9] was
trained on a sample of 500 users that had been manually annotated
as either "people" or "others". Both the choice of classifier and the
training data have previously been established in ENM research [2],
where they obtained a mean accuracy of 81.3% and a mean false
positive rate of 8.3% using k-fold cross-validation (with k=5). Any
Egos labelled as "others" by this classifier were removed6.

Next, Egos who were not very active on Twitter, and who were
therefore unlikely to have substantially developed an Ego Network
on the platform, were removed. This was done for Egos whose
Timeline consisted of fewer than 2,000 Tweets, whose Timeline
lasted less than 6months or who tweeted less than once every 3 days
for more than 50% of the months they were active. Finally, Alters
were removed if their Ego interacted with them less than once a year.
These parameters are based on pre-existing standards within the
ENM field [3, 5] and stem from psychological and anthropological
research [23].

After removing the bots and groups, the remaining Ego Net-
works correspond to the full network of each Ego; after removing
the inactive Egos and Alters, they correspond to the active part,
as mentioned in Section 1. Descriptive statistics of each dataset
before and after preprocessing can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2
respectively.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Preliminaries: VADER vs XLM-T
As discussed in Section 3.2, the switch was made from the mono-
lingual VADER model to the multilingual XLM-T model in order to
study cross-cultural differences. Therefore, to calibrate the results
obtained with XLM-T with respect to those obtained with VADER,
both models were applied to the English tweets in the baseline
dataset and the numbers of negative relationships in the full and
active Ego Networks were computed. The results, as well as the
6This was not necessary for the journalist datasets as these were collected from a list
of verified individuals.

Table 2: Number of Egos, Relationships and Interactions in
the active Ego Networks

Dataset Egos Relationships Interactions
Baseline 4,049 574,585 8,593,290
Mediterranean 878 120,068 2,191,666
Northern Europe 552 82,237 1,273,881
West Africa 396 55,884 884,321
South America 217 25,205 441,158
Italian Journalists 203 30,409 489,008
Dutch Journalists 1,316 179,668 2,702,275
Brazilian Journalists 154 20,348 278,631
Italian Reality TV 160 18,884 291,213
Dutch Reality TV 230 24,082 441,694
Brazilian Reality TV 154 15,685 234,734

Table 3: Comparison of the percentages of negative relation-
ships of VADER and XLM-T in the full and active Ego Net-
works of the baseline dataset

Model Full Active Difference
VADER 24.05% 40.31% +16.26
XLM-T 32.25% 49.90% +17.65

differences in negativity between the full and active networks for
both models, are shown in Table 3. When these two sets of negativ-
ities are compared, XLM-T appears to sign relationships between 8
and 10 percentage points more negative, although the difference
between the full and active networks is almost the same. This drift
between VADER and XLM-T should be kept in mind when compar-
ing the results obtained with the multilingual classifier against the
results in the initial SENM paper [30], obtained using VADER.

4.2 Full and Active Ego Networks
The first analysis was carried out after obtaining the full and active
networks, via the preprocessing stages described in Subsection 3.3.3,
as well as the relationship signs, mentioned in Section 3.1. Recall
that active Ego Networks include only relationships that involve
regular cognitive effort on the Ego’s part, while full Ego Networks
include all social interactions the Ego has been involved with. The
percentages of negative relationships in each dataset’s full and
active networks can be seen in Table 4.

Looking at the levels of negativity across the networks, one can
see that the generic users have negativities between 32.25% and
45.76% for the full networks and between 49.90% and 65.67% for
the active. By contrast, the themed users are generally more neg-
ative, ranging between 34.55% and 52.13% for the full networks
and between 57.65% and 69.47% for the active. When XLM-T’s shift
towards negativity is accounted for, these results are very similar to
those of the previous work. Those previous ranges being 16.45% to
24.22%, for full networks, and 21.83% to 40.31%, for active networks,
for generic users and 27.15% to 31.58%, for the full networks, and
45.23% to 54.89%, for active networks, for themed users [30]. Two
datasets, South America and Dutch Journalists don’t quite seem
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Table 4: Percentages of negative relationships in the full and
active Ego networks

Dataset Full Active Difference
Baseline 32.25% 49.90% +17.65
Mediterranean 45.76% 60.08% +14.32
Northern Europe 38.31% 54.66% +16.34
West Africa 32.77% 50.29% +17.52
South America 42.83% 65.67% +22.85
Italian Journalists 40.61% 63.87% +23.26
Dutch Journalists 34.55% 57.65% +23.10
Brazilian Journalists 44.80% 64.93% +20.13
Italian Reality TV 52.13% 64.97% +12.84
Dutch Reality TV 46.39% 68.35% +21.97
Brazilian Reality TV 44.18% 69.47% +25.29

to fit their groups at first glance, being slightly too negative and
too positive respectively. However, the Dutch Journalists are still
more negative than their generic Northern Europe equivalent for
the active network, and so this difference could be due to cultural
differences in journalism between the Dutch and other journal-
ist datasets. Similarly, the conspicuously high negativity of South
America could be caused by the types of topics those users are
engaged with, this is discussed in more detail in Subsection 4.5.

Next, comparing the negative percentages between the full and
active networks, one can see that, as expected, all of the datasets
are more negative in the active network. What’s more, these in-
creases in negativity are generally greater for thematic users than
for generic users (apart from the notable exception of Italian Re-
ality TV, which was already very negative in the full network).
Both these findings mirror previous works [30, 32], which have
hypothesised that users who are more engaged with the platform
exhibit more negativity.

Finally, there appear to be some cultural differences, which are
reflected by the largely consistent order of the negativities; with
the Dutch datasets being the least negative, followed by the Italian
and then the Brazilian. This order is observable in both the full and
active networks of the journalists as well as in the active network
of the generic users. By contrast, these cultural differences are
not observable for the Reality TV datasets. Moreover, the Reality
TV group appear to be generally more negative with regard to
their generic counterparts. They are fairly similar regardless of
culture, especially for the active networks, where there are only 4.5
percentage points between the most and the least negative datasets
(compared to 6.22 for journalists and 11.01 for the 3 corresponding
regional datasets). This hints that the common interest of these
individuals (in this case reality TV) is overpowering their cultural
differences.

4.3 Unsigned Ego Network Analysis
Next, the structure of the Ego Networks is analysed, before con-
sidering the signs of the relationships. This entails computing the
optimum number of social circles as well as the sizes of those cir-
cles, for each Ego. Due to slight differences between individuals,
the optimum number of circles can vary between Egos. This is a

Table 5: Mean number of optimum circles [95% confidence
intervals] and number of Egos with 5 circles

Dataset Mean # Circles Egos
Baseline 5.50 [5.46, 5.54] 1,160
Mediterranean 5.62 [5.53, 5.71] 227
Northern Europe 5.68 [5.56, 5.79] 162
West Africa 5.94 [5.80, 6.09] 84
South America 5.36 [5.19, 5.54] 59
Italian Journalists 5.72 [5.52, 5.93] 51
Dutch Journalists 5.45 [5.38, 5.51] 440
Brazilian Journalists 5.46 [5.27, 5.65] 50
Italian Reality TV 5.48 [5.25, 5.71] 40
Dutch Reality TV 5.47 [5.29, 5.66] 62
Brazilian Reality TV 5.25 [4.95, 5.55] 48

Table 6: Mean circle sizes of Egos with an optimum circle
number of 5

Dataset C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Baseline 1.78 6.16 16.86 44.19 125.91
Mediterranean 1.70 5.60 14.67 38.83 120.41
Northern Europe 1.80 5.88 17.12 45.34 131.12
West Africa 1.65 5.60 15.64 39.71 118.81
South America 1.80 5.76 15.71 39.92 118.29
Italian Journalists 1.12 3.57 10.59 33.14 120.10
Dutch Journalists 1.66 5.51 15.54 43.08 122.69
Brazilian Journalists 1.78 5.90 15.66 41.62 116.48
Italian Reality TV 1.63 5.15 13.85 35.60 103.65
Dutch Reality TV 1.61 5.29 14.29 37.16 98.63
Brazilian Reality TV 1.58 4.65 12.08 31.29 96.63

regular observation in Ego Networks research [2, 14] and it is stan-
dard practice to focus on Egos with a common number of optimum
circles when conducting any analyses. This number is usually 5,
and as this is also the closest whole number to the average optimum
circles in 5 out of the 9 datasets, with the other 4 also being close to
5. The mean optimum circle numbers and the mean network sizes
of the corresponding Egos can be seen in Table 5. Therefore, all
following results in this paper include only Egos whose optimum
circle is 5, unless otherwise stated.

The mean numbers of Alters at each level of the Ego Networks
can be seen in Table 6. These numbers are very close to the ex-
pected sizes: 1.5, 5, 15, 45-50, 150 [14]. As is often found, especially
in online data [1], the outer circles are lower than expected, but
this is not overly surprising as even the most active Twitter user
is unlikely to develop the entirety of their Ego Network on the
platform. Therefore, there appear to be no abnormalities in the
unsigned Ego Networks of the included datasets.

4.4 Signed Ego Network Analysis
Combining the Ego Networks with the signed relationships as
described in Subsection 3.1, it is possible to observe the number of
negative relationships at each level of the Ego Networks. The means
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and percentages of negative relationships per circle can be viewed
in Table 7. Since circle sizes vary significantly, percentages are more
informative than absolute numbers. As previously mentioned in
Subsection 4.3, circle 5 tends to not be entirely complete when
data comes from an online source, therefore this analysis will focus
mainly on circles 1 to 4.

First, the highest percentages of negative relationships appear
towards the inner circles. Specifically, C1 is the most negative circle
for 5 of the datasets (Mediterranean, Northern Europe, Italian Jour-
nalists, Dutch Journalists and Brazilian Reality TV), with C2 and
C3 also holding the highest negativities for 3 datasets each (those
being Baseline, West Africa and South America for the former and
Brazilian Journalists, Italian Reality TV and Dutch Reality TV for
the latter). Recall that the innermost circles (namely C1 and C2) con-
tain the most intimate and engaged social relationships of the Egos.
Hence, a high percentage of negative relationships in those cir-
cles would suggest a social life dominated by negative connections.
While these findings do broadly match past observations of similar
datasets, the number of C1s displaying the highest negativity is
lower than might be expected. This lack of negative relationships
at the innermost layers could occur due to stronger effects of social
capital, which would make the inner circles "artificially" more posi-
tive. Indeed, this is likely to occur in datasets that contain close-knit
communities where there is more social pressure to get along (or at
least to give the appearance of getting along). It could be pertinent
to further investigate this in future research.

Next, observing how the percentages vary across the circles, it
appears that the generic users and journalists are more or less in
line with expectations. Indeed, the differences between the most
and least negative circles (C1-C4) are, in percentage points and in
the order the datasets were initially presented, 3.89, 3.88, 9.32, 2.43
and 4.83 for the generics and 11.60, 6.30 and 12.21 for the journalists.
However, there is some overlap between these groups; with North-
ern Europe being less variable than its Dutch Journalist counterpart.
The reality TV datasets appear in between these two groups with
differences of 10.20, 5.75 and 5.19 percentage points respectively,
which could correspond to a middling level of engagement with
the platform.

Interestingly, some of the datasets that appeared to be very simi-
lar when observing their active network percentages, do not appear
so similar when looking at their circles. For example, the active
networks of all the TV datasets are relatively close, however, the
Brazilians’ circles differ starkly from those of the other two. Further
analysis focused on these aspects could provide interesting and
more detailed insights.

4.5 Most Popular Topics
As the theme of discussion seems to be correlated with the propor-
tion of negative relationships, this interaction was investigated at
a more granular level through a topic-based analysis. Specifically,
the top 20 hashtags and the top 20 words were examined for both
the full and active networks, for all Egos (not just those with an op-
timum circle number of 5)7. Both the hashtags and the words were
7Full lists of these words and hashtags are available in the Appendix of the technical
report, which can be found at: https://anonymous.4open.science/r/cultural-senm-
technical-report-6674/Cultural_Differences_in_Signed_Ego_Networks_on_Twitter_
An_Investigatory_Analysis_Technical_Report.pdf

standardised, removing diacritics, punctuation and capitalisation.
Words were also removed if they were stopwords or if they were
equal to or less than 4 letters in length, these latter 2 restrictions
were not imposed on the hashtags.

As hashtags are generally used to indicate the topics within a
tweet, these were the main focus of this analysis. The hashtags in
the active networks were manually assigned 1 of 6 labels, corre-
sponding to different topics. These labels were: "political" for politi-
cians, governments, political topics or politic-only news channels,
"COVID" for anything relating to the COVID-19 pandemic, "cli-
mate" for topics relating to green energy, renewable or the climate,
"religious" for religious topics, "news" for general news services (i.e.
not specifically political or religious) and "general" for everything
else (these hashtags and their labels can be seen in Appendix B). Us-
ing the percentage of negative relationships in the active networks,
correlations were then calculated using Pearson’s R for the number
of times each topic appeared in the top 20, as well as the total and
proportional8 number of times those hashtags were mentioned. For
this test, there were 9 degrees of freedom. The only variable that
had a significant correlation with negativity was the number of
"general" topics in the top 20, r(9) = -.64, p = .035, meaning that there
is a negative correlation between the number of "general" topics
users frequently discuss and the number of negative relationships
they have. One potential reason for this, given that individuals are
more likely to engage in negative exchanges with someone whose
beliefs differ from their own [24], is that higher levels of negativity
are more likely to occur when the topic of conversation is specific,
as strong opinions are more likely to have formed, as opposed to
non-specific topics, where strong opinions are less likely to have
formed. Indeed, this has previously been found for topics which
have clear "sides", such as in politics [6]. On top of this, being online
means that you are more likely to be exposed to a greater range of
opinions [22] and those who spend more time on the platform (i.e.
those who are the most engaged) are more likely to find someone
they disagree with, thereby having an increased likelihood of nega-
tive exchanges. This could explain the higher observed negativities
for journalists and TV watchers.

As mentioned in Subsection 4.2, South America is surprisingly
negative for a generic user dataset, even displaying slightly more
negativity than the Brazilian Journalists. However, the top 3 hash-
tags in the active network of this dataset, as well as 8 out of the top
20, are news-related. All the other generic datasets have exactly
1 hashtag in the news category. This suggests that users in South
America may be using Twitter more as a news site than as a social
media platform, which would explain why the generic users from
this region are so similar to the journalists.

While the results of the analysis on the top 20 words revealed
information that was very similar to that of the hashtags, one ad-
ditional and rather interesting finding did arise: the usage of the
word "Allah" in the West Africa dataset. There are many common
phrases used in Muslim cultures that contain the word "Allah"; for
example, "may Allah grant you health" or "may Allah strengthen
the noble" [28]. Although there are differences in how these types

8The proportional number being the how many times all the hashtags of each topic
were mentioned in the dataset, divided by the total number of mentions of all hashtags
in the top 20 for that dataset.

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/cultural-senm-technical-report-6674/Cultural_Differences_in_Signed_Ego_Networks_on_Twitter_An_Investigatory_Analysis_Technical_Report.pdf
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/cultural-senm-technical-report-6674/Cultural_Differences_in_Signed_Ego_Networks_on_Twitter_An_Investigatory_Analysis_Technical_Report.pdf
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/cultural-senm-technical-report-6674/Cultural_Differences_in_Signed_Ego_Networks_on_Twitter_An_Investigatory_Analysis_Technical_Report.pdf
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Table 7: Mean number of negative relationships for Egos with 5 circles. The percentages of negative relationships for each
circle size and total active network are displayed in parentheses, with the most negative circle of each dataset in bold.

Dataset C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Active
Baseline 1.00 (56.25%) 3.63 (58.84%) 9.72 (57.64%) 24.28 (54.95%) 63.71 (50.60%) 49.90%
Mediterranean 1.25 (73.58%) 4.06 (72.54%) 10.38 (70.77%) 27.07 (69.70%) 76.85 (63.82%) 60.08%
Northern Europe 1.26 (69.86%) 3.94 (67.05%) 11.04 (64.48%) 27.45 (60.54%) 70.67 (53.89%) 54.66%
West Africa 0.92 (55.40%) 3.18 (56.81%) 8.75 (55.94%) 21.25 (53.51%) 60.80 (51.17%) 50.29%
South America 1.37 (76.42%) 4.42 (76.76%) 12.00 (76.38%) 28.71 (71.93%) 75.03 (63.43%) 65.67%
Italian Journalists 1.00 (89.47%) 3.12 (87.36%) 8.67 (81.85%) 25.80 (77.87%) 84.80 (70.61%) 63.87%
Dutch Journalists 1.19 (71.60%) 3.90 (70.74%) 10.78 (69.34%) 28.13 (65.30%) 71.50 (58.27%) 57.65%
Brazilian Journalists 1.14 (64.04%) 4.42 (74.92%) 11.94 (76.25%) 30.20 (72.56%) 77.02 (66.12%) 64.93%
Italian Reality TV 1.08 (66.15%) 3.85 (74.76%) 10.58 (76.35%) 26.38 (74.09%) 71.38 (68.86%) 64.35%
Dutch Reality TV 1.15 (71.00%) 3.97 (75.00%) 10.97 (76.75%) 27.73 (74.61%) 67.42 (68.36%) 68.35%
Brazilian Reality TV 1.31 (82.89%) 3.83 (82.51%) 9.92 (82.07%) 24.31 (77.70%) 67.73 (70.09%) 69.47%

of phrases are used between Muslin countries, they usually con-
tain positive sentiment that is much stronger than the equivalent
phrases used by other cultures; such as "hello" or "good morning".
This could go some way towards explaining why West Africa is the
most positive regional dataset and the second most positive overall.
What’s more, greetings in someWest African cultures are known to
be highly formalised and predominantly phatic (i.e. with the aim of
establishing or maintaining social relationships) [19]. Thus, there
could be a double effect towards positive communications. This
specific use of certain phrases is a cultural difference that is rela-
tively easy to detect when analysing social media data and could
be directly affecting how individuals communicate, potentially en-
abling some very interesting insights about cultural differences to
be revealed in future work.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper has taken the recent concept of a signed Ego Network
and observed it using a culturally diverse cross-section of Twitter
data from across the globe. This included 11 datasets (8 of which
were collected as part of this work), split into 3 different categories
of user: generic, journalist and reality TV watchers. Notably, these
datasets contain multilingual data, which is far more challenging to
deal with than the English-only data of the initial SENM work [30].
First, previous SENM results were replicated using the new datasets.
The percentages of negative relationships in both the full and active
networks, the increase in negativity from full to active network,
the sizes of the Ego circle, and the distribution of negativity across
the circles of generic users and journalists were all in line with
expectations from previous work.

Next, these replicated results were complimented by 3 key, novel
observations: (i) there appear to be some minor differences in neg-
ativity due to culture in the generic datasets but these seem to
get overwhelmed when the network is centred around a specific
topic; (ii) networks that are "themed" around a certain topic are
consistently more negative than generic networks, both overall and
at each level of the SENM; (iii) "general" is the only topic to have a
significant correlation with the percentage of negativity relation-
ships, further supporting the idea that Twitter conversations based
on a specific topic are more likely to lead to negativity.

In addition to these main findings, some limitations regarding the
current work should be considered. For one, it is extremely difficult
to guarantee a standard level of performance when conducting the
task of sentiment analysis on a corpus of data in multiple languages.
Indeed, while as much effort as possible was made to ensure the
standardisation of the performances across all the languages used
in this paper, the results for some of the datasets may not be as
reliable as for others. This could be caused, for example, by a bias in
XLM-T training data that is present for one of the languages but not
for the others. Next, although the datasets used in this paper display
some cultural effects that are sometimes being overpowered by the
topics of conversation, this represents a somewhat small sample
size. So, while the observations made in this paper may provide an
important initial glimpse at some interesting cultural differences, it
would be pragmatic for future research to replicate these findings
with even more datasets, to further illuminate these observations.

Finally, some other avenues for future work have been suggested.
For instance, the interplay between the "closeness" of a commu-
nity and the percentage of negative relationships it has could be
investigated within the context of the SENM, especially given the
seemingly paradoxical effects of social capital and the more nega-
tive inner circles. Similarly, a deep dive into the usage of certain
types of language use (e.g. greetings, compliments, etc.) could be
observed at different circles within the SENM. This could be done
not only between cultures but also between online communities
that have grown around specific topics. On a similar line of rea-
soning, it could potentially prove fruitful to gather more datasets
themed on different topics, such as sports, tech, etc., to see if any
further patterns emerge regarding the effect of topic on negativity.
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Table 8: Number of Egos and relationships for each country
in the baseline dataset

Country Egos Relationships
United States 899 84,018
UNK 797 76,011
United Kingdom 129 12,850
Nigeria 61 6,247
Canada 60 4,691
Australia 17 1,897
Spain 15 1,223
Brazil 13 961
South Africa 10 1,017
Ireland 8 892
India 8 868
Netherlands 8 802
Mexico 6 363
Sweden 6 532
Italy 6 651
Germany 5 410
France 5 534
Belgium 4 279
Colombia 4 424
Jamaica 4 272
Jordan 3 191
Japan 3 315
Poland 3 296

Table 9: Number of Egos and relationships for each conti-
nent in the baseline dataset

Continent Egos Relationships
North America 971 89,552
UNK 799 76,240
Europe 207 19,765
Africa 80 8,147
Asia 30 2,827
South America 23 2,024
Oceania 19 1,930

A BASELINE USER LOCATIONS
A.1 Countries
The locations of engaged users in the baseline dataset were gathered
by passing their provided location into the Google Maps API. The
"UNK" designation was assigned to users for whom it was not
possible to obtain a location. The number of Egos and relationships
for each location are displayed in Table 8, only countries with more
than 2 Egos are included.

A.2 Continents
Next, the countries from Subsection A.1 were compiled into con-
tinents, except that all locations were included regardless of the
number of Egos. These results are displayed in Table 9.

B MOST POPULAR TOPICS
B.1 Top 20 Active Hashtags with Topics
The top 20 most used hashtags for active networks can be seen
in Figure 2. They are colour-coded by topic ("Political" in orange,
"General" in blue, "COVID" in red, "Climate" in green, "Religious"
in pink and "News" in grey), as described in Subsection 4.5.
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Baseline 49.90% Mediterranean 60.08% Northern Europe 54.66% West Africa 50.29% Latin America 65.67%
Index Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts

1 #covid19 6,508 #covid19 6,635 #energiewende 2,519 #kebetu 2,792 #afp 3034
2 #np 6,370 #bordeaux 2,127 #klimaschutz 2,196 #covid19 2,669 #ultimahora 1398
3 #ff 4,003 #dimartedi 2,016 #berlin 1,886 #senegal 2,242 #envivo 1295
4 #nowplaying 3,250 #coronavirus 1,915 #corona 1,526 #voyagesafriq 1,866 #venezuela 1139
5 #quote 3,210 #qag 1,787 #svpol 1,486 #endsars 1,151 #legendarios 774
6 #hiphop 2,934 #... 1,686 #nrw 1,467 #thegrill 1,150 #espnfcolombia 616
7 #followfriday 2,930 #paris 1,566 #solar 1,437 #weareicgc 886 #ahora 465
8 #... 2,882 #εμπιστευτικα 1,482 #ukraine 1,253 #endinsecurity 861 #cispaldia 461
9 #iem 2,658 #directsenat 1,222 #btw21 953 #music 747 #espaciopolitico 454
10 #1 2,491 #draghi 1,177 #klimakrise 926 #putyoungpeoplefirst 706 #envideo 352
11 #travel 2,378 #nouvelleaquitaine 1,171 #covid19 902 #digitalnigeria 691 #colombia 325
12 #tni 2,262 #conte 1,161 #pv 882 #sundaysaticgc 644 #cubaviveytrabaja 312
13 #tezos 2,170 #m5s 1,103 #otd 867 #... 629 #esnoticia 311
14 #win 2,107 #directan 1,093 #energytransition 848 #touchepasamasoeur 616 #cubacoopera 304
15 #wwenxt 2,096 #salvini 1,083 #eu 819 #citizenlegs 563 #enterate 295
16 #giveaway 1,964 #lemissionpolitique 1,076 #betd2020 774 #nowplayingonwavefm 562 #fvmenlalucha 283
17 #nascar 1,917 #governo 1,037 #... 768 #radiostation 514 #contigo 269
18 #business 1,867 #fonctionpublique 1,023 #wnl 768 #endfgm 510 #video 267
19 #caafb 1,821 #occitanie 1,003 #coronavirus 683 #generationequality 501 #reportecovid19 264
20 #marketing 1,814 #roma 952 #renewables 683 #lunchtimevibes 495 #viacrucisdelmaestro 254

ItalianJournalists 63.87% DutchJournalists 57.65% BrazilianJournalists 64.93%
Index Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts

1 #buongiorno 943 #wnl 3,356 #brazil 663
2 #agorarai 921 #vught 1,584 #marcocivil 651
3 #sanremo2016 726 #rotterdam 1,450 #brazils 285
4 #eniday 694 #eenvandaag 1,303 #politica 183
5 #torino 671 #alphen 1,032 #brasil 177
6 #primapagina 630 #ob 1,012 #internet 175
7 #trump 625 #fd 993 #tecnologia 160
8 #lintervista 623 #dtv 640 #foratemer 154
9 #usa2016 560 #vkopinie 627 #j10 147
10 #tg24pomeriggio 534 #china 605 #arquivobbc 136
11 #edicola 477 #ndnl 555 #worldcup 112
12 #quartogrado 475 #bnr 524 #cartacapital 98
13 #roma 456 #nrc 519 #empauta 94
14 #gruppoespresso 412 #bd 464 #dilma 85
15 #rai3 381 #mojo 458 #redessociais 85
16 #brexit 352 #brexit 457 #g1 82
17 #canale50 309 #denhaag 450 #ciudadesdemocraticas 79
18 #presson 297 #nieuws 437 #jornalismo 74
19 #milano 269 # 376 #conexoesglobais 73
20 #amorimoderni 268 #schiphol 369 #noticias 72

XF2022 64.97% HollandsGotTalent 68.36% XFactorBR 69.47%
Index Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts Hashtags Counts

1 #prelemi 1,911 #gopcorruptionovercountry 445 #xfactorbr 1,226
2 #jeru 1,534 #ajax 444 #bbb21 642
3 #gfvip 1,093 #supplychain 416 #bbb22 293
4 #gfvipparty 736 #f1 377 #kep1er 261
5 #venice 569 #gopliesabouteverything 249 #kepeulreo 237
6 #venezia 490 #gopbetrayedamerica 243 #conceptacousticsessions 216
7 #taleequaleshow 440 #voteblue2022 240 #transbordoubrahmosidade 163
8 #ballandoconlestelle 435 #nde 218 #bts 161
9 #federicoangelucci 355 #groningen 207 #gfriend 153
10 #annalisa 343 #wweraw 194 #yeojacingu 137
11 #venise 342 #smackdown 174 #1 121
12 #venessia 334 #sap 163 #jimin 121
13 #venedig 333 #bde 163 #vmas 115
14 #venecia 327 #gophypocrisy 155 #bangtansonyeondan 113
15 #xf2020 322 #neardeathexperience 143 #grammys 99
16 #bellissima 285 #trumpcrimesyndicate 136 #diaznoshoptime 96
17 #chicagopd 284 #trumpisguilty 132 #tokyo2020 85
18 #... 278 #ruttemoetweg 121 #masterchefbr 77
19 #sanremo2021 271 #miasanmia 119 #spacedomuka 69
20 #mikainstagram 271 #fcbayern 110 #wadada 68

Figure 2: The 20 most used hashtags in the active networks, colour-coded by topic: "Political" in orange, "General" in blue,
"COVID" in red, "Climate" in green, "Religious" in pink and "News" in grey. The percentages of negative relationships in the
active networks of each dataset are also given alongside the names.
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